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SYNOPSIS 

The Public Service Commission (PSC) approves a Settlement Stipulation that resolves 
the Application of Dominion Energy Utah (DEU) for Approval of Gas Affiliate Inventory 
Transfer Agreement.  
              

1. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 

On June 28, 2022, the PSC received the Application of DEU (the “Application”) for 

Approval of Gas Affiliate Inventory Transfer Agreement (the “Inventory Transfer Agreement”). 

DEU states it “establish[es] the conditions under which [DEU] can transfer to or receive from 

other [DEU] gas affiliates certain items of inventory, spare parts, equipment, and other materials 

to address supply shortages resulting from manufacturing and shipping delays, market 

constraints and conditions, and other events and circumstances that are outside of [DEU’s] or its 

affiliates’ control.”1 DEU explains it has experienced shortages for needed materials that were 

created by the breakdown of the global supply chain over the past few years.2 DEU asserts that 

the Agreement would place DEU in a position with its affiliates similar to the position other gas 

utilities “enjoy through the use of mutual aid agreements.”3 DEU also filed supporting testimony 

from DEU witness Kelly B. Mendenhall.  

                                                           
1 Application, at 1.  
2 Id. 
3 Comments from the Division of Public Utilities (DPU) filed August 5, 2022 (the “DPU Comments”), at 2.   
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On July 13, 2022, the PSC issued its Scheduling Order and Notice of Hearing. DPU filed 

comments on August 5, 2022 and no other party filed comments or intervened in the docket.  

On August 19, 2022, DEU and DPU jointly filed a settlement stipulation (“Settlement”) 

setting forth additional conditions and requirements on DEU before it may transfer to or receive 

the inventory items discussed in the Inventory Transfer Agreement, and indicating they have the 

Office of Consumer Services’ (OCS) permission to represent that OCS does not oppose the 

Settlement. On September 7, 2022, the PSC held a hearing during which DEU and DPU 

provided testimony in support of the Settlement.   

a. DPU Comments 

DPU states that the Inventory Transfer Agreement in principle is reasonable, but 

recommends the PSC impose additional conditions before approving it including: 

1. Regarding DEU witness Kelly Mendenhall’s statement in direct testimony, that 

“[DEU] proposes that the [PSC] approve the [Inventory Transfer Agreement], and 

that this preapproval fulfill any conceivable obligation set forth in the 

Dominion/Questar Merger Stipulation. Then, if any party in the future disagreed with 

[DEU’s] reading of the merger provision, the [PSC’s] order in this docket would 

settle the matter … ,” DPU states “[it] does not believe that this statement is intended 

to shift the burden of providing the PSC substantial evidence from the utility to other 

parties or that this [Inventory Transfer Agreement] would fulfill any conceivable 

obligation on [DEU’s] part. However, if that is the intent of the statement, then 
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[DPU] opposes the [Inventory Transfer Agreement] outright. [DPU] requests 

clarification from [DEU] on this matter and direction from the [PSC].”4  

2. “If the value of the transfer is equal to or greater than $500,000, evidence [should] be 

provided to the [PSC] explaining the propriety of the transfer as soon as possible but 

not later than 30 days after the transfer.”5  

3. The Affiliate Transaction Report should provide evidence showing that “[DEU] is 

still in compliance with DEU Tariff section 2.06 and provide an accounting showing 

that the transactions held [DEU’s] customers harmless and that the items transferred 

were the lower of cost or market.”6 

4. “[DEU] should be required to provide an explanation for each inventory transfer that 

describes the ‘events and circumstances’ and demonstrate that the difficulties causing 

the transfers are ‘outside of [DEU’s] or its affiliates’ control’ as part of its annual 

Affiliate Transaction Report.”7 

5. “In accordance with [Utah Admin. Code R746-401-3(B)] which requires each public 

utility to ‘file with the [PSC], at least 30 days before its being consummated, a report 

of the sale, transfer or other disposition by that utility of utility assets having a book 

cost allocated to Utah in excess of the lesser of ten million dollars or five percent of 

gross investment in utility plant devoted to Utah service at the latest balance sheet 

date as set forth in its most recent annual report on file with the [PSC].’ That, even 

                                                           
4 Id., at 4.  
5 Id., at 5. 
6 Id. 
7 Id. 
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with the approval of this [Inventory Transfer Agreement], … no asset or inventory 

transfer exceed $10 million without preapproval by the [PSC].”8 

DPU also acknowledges DEU’s explanation that over the past few years, DEU and its 

affiliates have experienced supply chain problems resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. DPU 

indicates, however, that certain rules, tariff provisions, and merger agreements may place 

restrictions on intercompany asset and inventory transfers such as those described in the 

Inventory Transfer Agreement. Specifically, DPU references Utah Admin. Code R746-401-3,9 

DEU Tariff Section 2.06,10 and Paragraph 27 of the Dominion/Questar merger stipulation.11      

b. Settlement 

DPU and DEU agree to conditions similar to those DPU recommended in its comments. 

For example, the parties agree to DPU’s first and second conditions. The Settlement combines 

DPU’s third and fourth conditions stating that “[DEU] will provide a description of the transfer, 

an explanation of why the transfer was necessary, and an explanation of why it either benefitted 

Utah customers, or did not harm Utah customers.” The parties also agree to DPU’s fifth 

condition.12    

                                                           
8 Id., at 6. 
9 DPU Comments, at 3. (This rule requires each public utility to “file with the [PSC], at least 30 days before its 
being consummated, a report of the sale, transfer or other disposition by that utility of utility assets having a book 
cost allocated to Utah in excess of the lesser of ten million dollars or five percent of gross investment in utility plant 
devoted to Utah service at the latest balance sheet date as set forth in its most recent annual report on file with the 
[PSC] … .”)   
10 Id. (This Section of DEU’s Tariff states: “All other affiliate expenses, unless otherwise approved by the [PSC] or 
subject to regulation by another governmental agency, shall be either (1) cost of service based or (2) competitive 
with the market for similar services at the time the contract for the services was entered into.”) 
11 Id. (This paragraph states that “[DEU] will not transfer material assets to or assume liabilities of Dominion or any 
other subsidiary of Dominion without [PSC] approval.”)  
12 While the Settlement did not include language requiring that DEU seek approval anytime it transfers inventory of 
$10 million or more, DEU testified at trial that it would file a request for approval thereof at least 30 days before 
such transfer takes place. See September 7, 2022 Hr’g. Tr. 5:14-25. 
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c. Testimony at Hearing 

At hearing, DEU witness Mr. Mendenhall reiterated the supply chain issues DEU has 

experienced in recent years that were the driving factor for its filing in this docket and the 

resulting Settlement.13 Mr. Mendenhall also clarified that the Settlement does not shift DEU’s 

burden to provide evidence that the transfers are just, reasonable, and prudent.14 Mr. Mendenhall 

then proceeded to provide a broad overview of the remaining key terms of the Settlement, 

including that DEU will seek PSC approval any time it seeks to transfer inventory of $10 million 

or more by filing a request at least 30 days before the transfer takes place.15  

 DPU witness Mr. Orton provided an overview of its initial conditions and testified that 

DPU has always supported the concept of utilities’ mutual aid agreements.16 Mr. Orton 

explained that these types of agreements may provide additional regulatory transparency.17 He 

testified that following the filing of DPU’s recommendations, the parties held settlement 

discussions and that DEU agreed to DPU’s conditions. He testified that DPU, therefore, agreed 

to the Settlement as it represents “the best agreement between the … parties.”18 Mr. Orton 

concluded by recommending the PSC approve the Settlement as being in the public interest and 

just and reasonable.19   

No party opposed the Settlement. 

  

                                                           
13 Id., 4:11-17. 
14 Id., 4:22-25. 
15 Id., 5:14-25. 
16 Id., 9:12-13. 
17 Id., 9:16-18. 
18 Id., 9:22-25. 
19 Id., 10:1-5. 
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2. DISCUSSION, FINDINGS OF FACT, AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

The PSC finds that recent, widespread, and known supply chain issues have likely 

constrained DEU’s ability to secure necessary materials to replace aging infrastructure and 

address gas distribution system needs. The PSC finds these conditions have, in turn, likely 

delayed responding to DEU’s customer requests and impacted its customer service obligations. 

The PSC also finds the list of conditions in paragraphs 5 through 8 of the Settlement, agreed to 

by the parties based on DPU’s recommendations, will protect customers during the current 

supply chain issues.20   

As set forth in Utah Code Ann. § 54-7-1, settlement of matters before the PSC is 

legislatively encouraged at any stage of a proceeding. The PSC may adopt a settlement after 

considering the interests of the public and other affected persons, if the PSC finds it is in the 

public interest. Based on the PSC’s findings, the Settlement, testimony provided at hearing, the 

DPU Comments and recommendations, and the lack of opposition to the Settlement, we find and 

conclude the Settlement, including the Inventory Transfer Agreement attached as Exhibit A, is 

just and reasonable in result and in the public interest. 

3. ORDER 

 The Settlement, including the Inventory Transfer Agreement attached as Exhibit A, is 

approved.  

  

                                                           
20 As supply chain issues evolve, any party may ask the PSC to revisit whether the conditions of the Inventory 
Transfer Agreement remain appropriate. 
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DATED at Salt Lake City, Utah, October 5, 2022. 
 
 
/s/ Yvonne R. Hogle 
Presiding Officer 
 

Approved and Confirmed October 5, 2022 as the Order of the Public Service 

Commission of Utah. 

/s/ Thad LeVar, Chair 
 
 
/s/ David R. Clark, Commissioner 
 
 
/s/ Ron Allen, Commissioner 
 

Attest: 
 
 
/s/ Gary L. Widerburg 
PSC Secretary 
DW#325755 

 

 
 
 

Notice of Opportunity for Agency Review or Rehearing 
 

 Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §§ 63G-4-301 and 54-7-15, a party may seek agency review 
or rehearing of this written order by filing a request for review or rehearing with the PSC within 
30 days after the issuance of the order. Responses to a request for agency review or rehearing 
must be filed within 15 days of the filing of the request for review or rehearing. If the PSC fails 
to grant a request for review or rehearing within 30 days after the filing of a request for review or 
rehearing, it is deemed denied. Judicial review of the PSC’s final agency action may be obtained 
by filing a Petition for Review with the Utah Supreme Court within 30 days after final agency 
action. Any Petition for Review must comply with the requirements of Utah Code Ann. §§ 
63G4-401, 63G-4-403, and the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I CERTIFY that on October 5, 2022, a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served 
upon the following as indicated below: 
 
By Email: 
 
Cameron Sabin (csabin@mayerbrown.com) 
Mayer Brown LLP 
 
Jenniffer Nelson Clark (jenniffer.clark@dominionenergy.com) 
Kelly Mendenhall (kelly.mendenhall@dominionenergy.com) 
Austin Summers (austin.summers@dominionenergy.com) 
Dominion Energy Utah 
 
Patricia Schmid (pschmid@agutah.gov) 
Robert Moore (rmoore@agutah.gov) 
Assistant Utah Attorneys General 
 
Madison Galt (mgalt@utah.gov) 
Division of Public Utilities 
 
Alyson Anderson (akanderson@utah.gov) 
Bela Vastag (bvastag@utah.gov) 
Alex Ware (aware@utah.gov) 
(ocs@utah.gov) 
Office of Consumer Services 

_________________________________ 
Administrative Assistant  
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EXHIBIT A 
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